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Unprecedented level of industry and technology change
Consumerfacing
business
models and
innovative
services rely
on changes to
market
arrangements.
Regulations
from new UK
and EU policy

ELEXON
leads/
contributes to
core ongoing
initiatives and
pro-actively
identifies new
workable
solutions

Peer-to-peer
trading

Smart tariffs
(Time of use tariffs)

New technologies

Half Hourly Settlement

Switching programme

BSC efficiency changes

Home energy
storage

New types of flexibility
(e.g. demand-side
response)

EV’s including
Vehicle to Grid

Energy as a service
(bundled offering)

Imbalance pricing

EU:
Regulations (TERRE)
BREXIT

The Innovation Link

Future supply of market
arrangements

Market Entry support

Enabling lamp-post
charging for EVs

Modification: Electricity
Market Sandbox

White Paper: Enabling
customers to buy power
from multiple providers

Upgrading
Our Energy
System
Smart
Systems
and
Flexibility
Plan
July 2017

 Remove
barriers to
smart
technologies,
including
storage;
 Enable smart
homes and
businesses;
 Make
markets work
for flexibility.

2017/18 BSC Operational Highlights

2190

Settlement Runs
carried out

Core Settlement System performance >99.9%,
>11,000 visitors to ELEXON’s office

Monitored 111 external
consultations and responded to 40
New ELEXON website launched

273m BMRS data requests from 10,000 users

The BSC Audit
was not
qualified

333 Credit Defaults (double
2016/17)

28 approved
Modifications and
Change Proposals
implemented across
four BSC releases

65 Trading Disputes progressed with
materiality of £8.2m
156 circulars issued plus weekly Newscast

17 Modification Proposals progressed

19 Change Proposals
progressed

2.6m Energy
Contract Volume
Notifications
(ECVNs) received

1 Supplier of Last Resort event
EU Guideline on Electricity Balancing
comes into force

45 new
BSC Parties
registered

ELEXON: Independent, Trusted, Reliable Market Experts

EMRS subsidiary – settlement of CFD/CM payments
2017/18 Payments and Receipts

Services provided to LCCC/ESC under a
contract
■

Calculating, collecting and distributing CFD
and CM payments

■

Holding collateral

■

Metering Assurance role

Operations
2018/19 Projected CfD and CM Payments and Receipts

■

All KPIs and Service Measures being met and
within Budget

■

Total Amounts paid 2017/18:
•

CFD payments £534.7m (2016/17 £83.7m)

•

Capacity Providers: £153.9m (2016/17 £6.4m)

Change
■

System delivery: 4 releases (7 software drops)
delivered to / ahead of plan and within
budget

Financial results for 2017/18
■ Final report and accounts for the year show cost of sales of £40.2m
■ After netting out revenue of £5.0m in relation to EMR and pass through costs of
£0.7m, the cost to BSC parties for the year was £34.5m
■ This compares to a budget for the year of £41.6m
■ Key areas of underspend:
– £2.7m unutilised budget on Demand Led
– £1.5m unutilised budget re System Strategy work
– £0.4m unutilised budget re Market Development
– Savings of £1.6m against budgeted operational costs
– Savings of £0.9m against our budgeted contracted costs
■ Other points to note:
– Defraying £763k of BSC cost due to EMR activity
– Appointed new auditor Moore Stephens LLP. Clean Audit and no controls
deficiencies identified by auditor for the seventh year running.

BSC Parties benefitted immediately from cost reductions
■ The table below shows the change in costs over time
■

These exclude NETA set up cost

■

The increase is driven by our need to stabilise the central systems.

■

RPI has been applied to prior years to re-state these in ‘today’s money’

Expert support, valued by industry, Ofgem and government
•

Another year of high
scores across our services

•

Recognition of our
expertise and
professionalism

•

94% said our services
had improved or stayed
same

•

Scores from larger Parties
improved

•

Smaller, newer Parties
seeking more support

2017 Customer Survey - Continuing high satisfaction:

Our strategic focus remains delivering our BSC
and EMR services and enabling a timely
transition to a smart and flexible system
Our 2018/19 Strategy
With the support of our stakeholders and partners, simplify and consolidate complex and
fragmented services, develop new market solutions and actively facilitate innovation for the
benefit of GB energy markets and the UK economy

ELEXON’s role: Technology will be key
Industry’s fragmented systems with data in silos, using old technology, slow to
change. Potentially inhibits innovation and new services
We are re-architecting our central systems, to deliver a scalable, flexible and efficient
platform for settlement and other value-added services, with accessible data, building on
required EU changes. Now starting to engage with industry
1

Benefits to existing and new market
participants

 Improved customer
experience
 Faster, digital
registration

Scalable and flexible
solution for future changes

2

1

2

 Unified customer portal 3
 Real-time analytics and
insight

Data available for analysis
(open data principle)

5
4

 Easy integration with other data
sources through APIs

5

3

Faster, automated
processes

4

Secure by design

Opportunity to use
emerging technologies
(Blockchain, AI, IoT..)

Benefits to central services utilised by
all market participants

GB Energy industry code landscape and governance
GB Energy Industry Codes and Agreements

Electricity
Licence
Code

Managed by:

Both Licences
Code

BSC

SEC

MRA

REC

CUSC
Grid
Code

STC
DCUSA
DCode

Managed by:

•

11 industry codes for gas and electricity

•

Too much fragmentation and confusion
for new entrants

•

Simplification, collaboration and even
consolidation of code bodies will benefit
the consumer, e.g.:

Gas Licence
Code

Managed by:

UNC

?

•

‘One-stop shop’ and better coordination

•

Simplified and more efficient user
experience

•

Cost synergies

•

Easier for new entrant to navigate

SPAA
iGT UNC

•

ELEXON’s independence, transparency,
not-for-profit status and top position in
Ofgem’s 2017 code administrator
satisfaction survey means we are well
placed to drive consolidation.

It’s time to demand greater alignment of code bodies,
to benefit industry and the consumer

Summary and conclusions

1

The UK’s energy system is currently undergoing a
significant period of change. The government is
committed to delivering a smarter, more flexible
energy system.

2

ELEXON fully supports the Smart Systems and
Flexibility plan. In addition BAU and the existing
initiatives, we are ready to provide further support
to industry, Government/Ofgem in shaping future
policy and solutions to common industry issues.

3

We are reviewing our core BSC systems and we
strongly believe now is the right time to focus on
closer working between code administrators and
even consolidation – ensuring industry interactions
with code administrators are as simple, streamlined
and efficient as possible for the benefit of industry
and the consumer.

ELEXON: enabling
change and innovation

Justin Andrews,
Head of Design Authority
12 July 2018

Drivers and lots of change

Digitisation

Democratis
ation

Decarbonis
ation

Decentralis
ation

Need market to unlock the benefits

Digitisation

Democratis
ation

Decarbonis
ation

Decentralis
ation

ELEXON enabling the BSC: what’s changed

Balancing
Mechanism

BSC Sandbox

Networks

Supplier
Hub

Meters

Market enabling: what we are doing

Balancing
Mechanism

Networks

Enabling
Independent
Aggregators
(P344)
‘Behind the
Meter’
Participation
Baseline
Methodology
for DSR

Support to
ENA Open
Networks

New
Storage
Technology

White paper
on DSO
imbalance
interaction

Foundation Programme: Digital Platform

Supplier
Hub

Meters

Modification
Multiple
Providers

Half Hourly
settlement
design

Assurance
Review

EV lamppost
charging

Multiple energy providers proposal supports innovation

White Paper: Enabling
customers to buy power
from multiple providers

Half hourly market design
Non Half Hourly
Profiles
Regression

EACs/AAs
SSCs/AFYCs
NHH Agents
Perf Assurance
CoMC

HH data

Our architecture must meet market change drivers

Regulatory
Changes

Rate of
Change

Industry
Change

Electric
Vehicles

Block chain,
Peer to Peer

BSC
SYSTEMS

Disruptive
Technologies

Smart meters

New
participants

Processing
Capacity

Increasing
Complexity

Operational
Cost

Data
silos

More frequent
processing

Maintenance

More granular
data

The challenges, the opportunity to solve together

